CANADIAN CANCER TRIALS GROUP

SYMPTOM CONTROL

DISEASE SITE COMMITTEE AGENDA

CHELSEA HOTEL, TORONTO
ROOM: ROSSETTI A&B
DATE: SUNDAY, APRIL 30, 2017
TIME: 08:00 TO 11:00 HRS.
CHAIR: REBECCA WONG

08:00 – 08:05   WELCOME     R. Wong

ACTIVE TRIALS
08:05 – 08:20  SECONDARY ANALYSIS FROM SC20 & SC23 (10+5)  C. DeAngelis / E. Chow*
08:20 – 08:30  CO21: EXERCISE & COLON CA (5+5)          R. Wong / C. Booth*
08:30 – 08:45  HE1: RT AND SYMPTOMATIC LIVER CA (10+5)     L. Dawson
08:45 – 09:00  SC24: SBRT IN SPINE METS (INC. PH3 EXPANSION) (10+5)  S. Myrehaug / A. Sahgal *

APPROVED TRIALS
09:00 – 09:15  SC25: DEXMEDETOMIDINE FOR INTRACTABLE PAIN (10+5)  R. Wong / N. Hilliard*

TRIAL PROPOSALS
09:15 – 09:30  ADVANCED DIRECTIVES (10+5)                  M. McKenzie
09:30 – 09:45  PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN ADVANCED CANCER (10+5)   A. Deckert
09:45 – 10:00  MESALAMINE FOR IMMUNE-RELATED SYMPTOMS (10+5)  TBD

10:00 – 10:15  BREAK

10:15 – 11:00  CCSRI SITE VISIT REVIEW    H. Richardson/R. Wong

*CO/Key Investigator (regrets)

SYMPTOM CONTROL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
ROOM: TURNER
DATE: SUNDAY, APRIL 30, 2017
TIME: 11:00 TO 13:30 HRS.